Abstract: This paper uses an object-oriented analysis, about personal directory manag ement and intellectual property management of the development process office autom ation systems, some of the core operating processes and technology systems. In this paper, in order to study the personal directory management and intellectual property management Hezhou Technology Office Automation system of basic functions, based on the use of current popular B / S (browser / server) architecture and ASP.NET tec hnology development, the use of Windows7 operating system, Visual2010 and Micros oft SQL Server2005 database as a development platform. Through a series of demand s for the system analysis, design coding, testing and other operations, the system basically re alized upload, download and delete functions personal directories; IP management IP data i mport, export, modify, statistics, delete function; test the system to achieve easy to understan d interface rationalization, data show clear.
Analysis on the System Requirements

Functional Requirements
The functional requirements of the personal directory management and intellectual property management under the office automation system are as follows.
(1) Personal directory management Every users of the system can add their personal directories and upload their directory documents to the designated directories. The directory documents can be downloaded. But individuals cannot delete the directories or directory documents themselves, and only the office administrators have the authority.
(2) Intellectual property management A large part of intellectual property management is to manage the registration data of intellectual property. It mainly involves the following functions:
Intellectual property import: to conveniently enquire, revise, count and export the intellectual property data in the future, it is necessary to import them into the corresponding International Conference on Economics, Finance and Statistics (ICEFS 2017) Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research (AEBMR), volume 26 sheet in the database.
Intellectual property retrieval: as the quantity of intellectual property data is large, to rapidly find the data required by users, it is a must to provide the function of quickly retrieving and enquiring the relevant data.
Intellectual property editing: while importing the intellectual property data into the database, users may revise or delete some data, therefore, the function shall be provided.
Intellectual property statistics: if users want to know about the quantity of intellectual property application and authorization of a certain region in a certain period and provide the work efficiency, therefore, the function shall be enhanced.
Intellectual property export: if users want to export the intellectual property data in a certain period, therefore, the function shall be provided.
System Design
Detailed Design for the Personal Directory Management Module (1) Add Personal Directories Every users' new personal directory whose name are is repeated can be added in the corresponding table of the database in the system. The module is available for the registered users and system administrators.
(2) Change Personal Directories The module is used to change the personal directory names. According to their requirements, users can change the names of their own personal directories. The module is available for the registered users and system administrators.
(3) Delete Personal Directories If a user wants to delete a certain personal directory, he must submit his request to the office administrators but cannot delete it himself. The function is only accessible to the office administrators.
Module input: "Department", "Staff". Module processing: the system firstly shall find the deleted directory according to the inquiry conditions set by a user and then display it on the list box below. When the user clicks "Delete", the system shall start a message box to ask the user whether to conform to delete the directory, only after getting the user's confirmation, the system can delete the directory record from the directory table and give the corresponding prompt that directory has been deleted successfully.
Module output: the system will give different prompts according to users' different settings.
(4) Upload Directory Documents to Corresponding Directories If users want to upload directory documents to the designated directories, the module is required. The module is available to registered users and system administrators.
Module input: directory documents. Module processing: the system displays a user's all directories in the list box of the page, when the user selects and clicks a directory, the system goes to the page of uploading the directory document. At this time when the user clicks the button of "Browse" on the page to select the document which needs to be uploaded, and then clicks the button of "Add Attachment", the system shall display the document which needs to be uploaded on the list Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research (AEBMR), volume 26 box below. Lastly, the user clicks the button of "Upload", the system adds the document to the corresponding table in the database.
Module output: the system will give different prompts according to users' different operations.
(5) Download Directory Documents The users download the documents as required, the module is available to all the users. Module input: select the directory documents. Module processing: When the user clicks a certain directory, the system goes to a new page and displays all the directory documents under the directory. The user selects a directory document and clicks the button of "Download". The system starts a dialogue box to let the user to select the download path for the directory document, and downloads the directory document to the designated position only after the path and clicks the button of "Confirm".
(6) Delete Directory Documents If a user wants to delete a certain personal directory, he must submit his request to the office administrators but cannot delete it himself. The function is only accessible to the office administrators Module input: "Department", "Staff", and "Directory Name". Module processing: the system firstly shall find the deleted directory document according to the inquiry conditions set by a user and then display it on the list box below. When the user clicks "Delete", the system shall start a message box to ask the user whether to conform to delete the directory, only after getting the user's confirmation, the system can delete the directory document record from the directory document table and give the corresponding prompt that directory has been deleted successfully.
System Realization
The system development is based on ASP.NET and with the B/S design model, the system development is to be completed in the Wind 7 system and ASP.NET platform, C# is used as the development language for ASP.NET, and SQL Server 2005 as the database.
Logging-in Function Realization
The Logging-in module is the system portal, and logging-in is also the most commonly-used example that programmers are in contact with the user page.
Its process is: the system accepts a user's logging-in request and finds the user from the database, if there is the user and the password is correct, the system records its authority, logs in the system according to the authority, and shows the corresponding authorization page, otherwise, the system prompts the user name or password is incorrect.
(1)The intellectual property data statistics Its process is: after a user selects the month and year in the down-drop list, and the system lists all the eligible information below.
(2)Intellectual property inquiry Its process is: after a user inputs the inquiry information (one or more, the more conditions there are, the more precise the result is) as the inquiry condition, and the system lists all the eligible information below3.
(3)Intellectual property editing Its process is: the system firstly finds the eligible data according to the inquiry conditions set by a user and displays them on the list box of the page, and inputs the new value in the corresponding table and prompts that the record has been changed successfully after the user selects a list box to input the new value and selects "Save".
(4)Intellectual property export Its process is: after a user selects the month and year in the down-drop list on the page, and the system lists all the eligible information on the below list.
Conclusion
In the import function of intellectual property management, as the corresponding items and required ones are selected in the drop-draw list, the mouse cursor shall be put in the corresponding position of the required item to reduce the users' workload and then reduce the error probability.
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